On the estimators and tests for the semiparametric hazards regression model.
In the accelerated hazards regression model with censored data, estimation of the covariance matrices of the regression parameters is difficult, since it involves the unknown baseline hazard function and its derivative. This paper provides simple but reliable procedures that yield asymptotically normal estimators whose covariance matrices can be easily estimated. A class of weight functions are introduced to result in the estimators whose asymptotic covariance matrices do not involve the derivative of the unknown hazard function. Based on the estimators obtained from different weight functions, some goodness-of-fit tests are constructed to check the adequacy of the accelerated hazards regression model. Numerical simulations show that the estimators and tests perform well. The procedures are illustrated in the real world example of leukemia cancer. For the leukemia cancer data, the issue of interest is a comparison of two groups of patients that had two different kinds of bone marrow transplants. It is found that the difference of the two groups are well described by a time-scale change in hazard functions, i.e., the accelerated hazards model.